Abstract With both its high prevalence and myriad of negative outcomes, Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) demands a careful consideration of the efficacy of its treatment options. Although the benefits of medication have a robust empirical background, nonpharmaceutical interventions evoke particular interest, as they are often viewed more favorably by parents. This review pays special attention to the use of working memory and recent cognitive training attempts in ADHD, describing its cognitive, behavioral, and biological effects in relation to current neurological theory of the disorder. While these treatments have demonstrated positive effects on some measures, there are limitations, as studies have failed to demonstrate generalization to critical measures, such as teacher-rated classroom behaviors, and have provided limited but growing evidence of functionally significant improvements in behavior. There is also a clear lack of research on the effects of training on reward systems and self-control. These limitations may be addressed by broadening the scope and procedures of the training and incorporating research concepts from other fields of study. First, it is important to consider the developmental trajectories of brain regions in individuals with the disorder, as they may relate to the effectiveness of cognitive training. Notions from behavioral economics, including delay discounting and framing (i.e., context) manipulations that influence present orientation, also have applications in the study of cognitive training in ADHD. In considering these other domains, we may find new ways to conceptualize and enhance cognitive training in ADHD and, in turn, address current limitations of interventions that fall in this category.
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Need for Improved Treatments in ADHD
Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is a critical public health concern, given that it is the most common childhood behavioral disorder, with prevalence rates of at least 5 % [1, 2] . ADHD is associated with negative outcomes in academic achievement, including lower reading and math achievement scores [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , lower high school completion rates [8] and an alarmingly high use of special education services [9] . Significantly elevated rates of antisocial behavior, increased arrests, and greater substance abuse exist in adolescents and adults with ADHD [9] [10] [11] . This constellation of negative outcomes underscores the need for additional ADHD treatments.
There continues to be a great need to identify more effective and adjunctive interventions for ADHD. This is particularly true, given that current treatments do not appear to have long-term benefits once the intervention has been stopped. Some of the most compelling results on this issue come from the Multimodal Treatment Study of ADHD [12, 13] , the most comprehensive treatment study of ADHD to date. The study reported initial positive effects of medication and/or behavioral treatments relative to a community treatment during a 14-month intervention trial. However, when these same participants were evaluated 8 years after the active treatment period concluded, the follow-up measures showed that the treatment effects were not sustained. Still, the results were informative in that the investigators found that there were no differences in effectiveness on ADHD functioning 8 years later between intervention modalities (e.g., medication, behavioral, combined, or community comparison) [13] . Study participants had surprisingly negative outcomes, regardless of intervention modality, with ADHD participants functioning significantly worse on 91 % of outcomes relative to their non-ADHD peers [13] .
The need to explore novel treatments for ADHD (for more detail see Epstein and Tsal [14] ) is further supported by concerns that arise from current treatments for some persons with ADHD (e.g., side effects, diminished effectiveness). Nonpharmacological treatments are of particular interest to parents of children and adolescents with ADHD due to parental concerns regarding the use of psychoactive medications on brain and body development in children. Parents of children with ADHD prefer behavioral interventions alone in comparison to either medication alone [15] or medication combined with a behavioral treatment [16] . Contrary to public opinion, the data suggest that ADHD is often undertreated [17, 18] . This results, in part, from the fact that concerns regarding medication use frequently stop parents from pursuing treatment. Training caregivers in behavioral procedures for ADHD is well supported [19] [20] [21] ; however, often the benefits derived from these interventions do not generalize beyond the clinical setting.
We focus here on cognitive training approaches that are appealing precisely because of the promise they may hold for generalization of effects beyond the training setting. This article reviews interventions or strategies devised to target specific cognitive domains; these interventions have the primary goal of improving functioning subsumed under the term cognitive control or executive functioning, but they also have concurrent implications for behavioral impairments associated with ADHD. The hypothesis is that by improving these general, underlying functions, the benefits will generalize to performance regulated by cognitive control and executive functioning. For example, key impairments in ADHD, such as poor attention, working memory, and impulsivity may all be regulated under executive functioning and have the potential to improve as broader cognitive functioning strengthens.
The training typically involves repeated practice on exercises that become increasingly more challenging as the performance improves. Often the training is administered via a computer, but it may also include noncomputerized methods. We recognize that an early use of the term of "cognitive training" referred to the application of selfmonitoring and self-reinforcement techniques to improve functioning in ADHD [22] . This article will not review the literature associated with the previous use of the term "cognitive training" for ADHD. This article also will not review neurofeedback training techniques (see Loo and Makeig [23] and Moriyama et al. [24] ).
Support for the consideration of improved generalization of cognitive training effects, beyond the training sessions, derives from evidence suggesting that the training may affect brain regions [25, 26] and neurotransmitter systems [27] directly, thereby theoretically altering the cognitive functions that derive from the function of these neural systems. This intervention style stands in contrast to others that target specific behaviors, therefore making them even more susceptible to low generalizability due to their inherently narrow foci. Furthermore, it has been suggested that individuals with ADHD may be ill-equipped in adopting (across multiple settings) those strategies and improvements garnered within the specific treatment context [28] . Cognitive interventions, however, target processes that are putatively expected to automatically govern behaviors across multiple situations, making this particular type of intervention a hypothetically broad-reaching treatment.
Despite our focus on interventions that impact the prefrontal cortex [25, 26] and dopamine system [27] due to their strong association with ADHD symptomatology, we note that it is important to consider how these systems are couched within broader neural networks. Thus, we will begin with a discussion of the interrelationship between multiple neural systems in the manifestation of ADHD symptoms so that we may demonstrate the utility in considering multiple neural developmental factors when striving to understand treatment effectiveness in the disorder. We strongly recommend that future studies directly test if there is a relationship between changes in neural functioning (i.e., neurotransmitter, brain regions, and connectivity) and generalizability of training effects. A better understanding of neural functioning, training components, and transfer of training effects is crucial to developing more effective treatments for psychiatric and learning disorders in general.
Dual Systems Theory

ADHD Dual-Process Theory
Nearly a decade ago, Sonuga-Barke [29] presented the dual-processing theory of ADHD, positing that the symptom set of individuals with combined type ADHD could be explained by dysfunction in either of two underlying neuropsychological processes: behavioral inhibition or reward dysfunction. In this model, deficits in inhibition and consequent dysregulation of nigro-striatal-prefrontal pathways [30] underlie dysfunctions in attention and other cognitive processes, including executive functioning [31] . These deficits then affect behavior through limiting state regulation [32] , leading to hyperactivity and impulsivity. Dysregulation of the meso-limbic-striatal pathways [30] is associated with reward dysfunction, including problems with self-control or delay aversion, in SonugaBarke's conceptualization. More recent versions of the model have evolved, now using slightly different language and emphasizing the contributions of cognitive control ("cool processes") versus reward responsivity ("hot processes") to explain the individual variation found in ADHD [30, 33] . We propose that ADHD symptoms are consistent with more narrowly defined deficits arising from: 1) deficits in cognitive control [34] related to improper function of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and/or 2) an overdependence on immediate rewards indicative of mesolimbic dopamine dysfunction [35] [36] [37] [38] . Cognitive control is the ability to adapt and regulate behavior to current demands by attending to task-relevant information over distracting, irrelevant stimuli that may interfere with meeting a goal [39] . Individuals with ADHD may experience an equal degree of dysfunction in the cognitive control or reward system, or an imbalance between the two, with greater dysfunction in one of the two systems. By combining these two dissociable mechanisms of cognitive control and reward response into a single theory, the resulting multiple developmental pathway model accounts for the heterogeneity present in the disorder and applies to a greater majority of cases of ADHD. Although our techniques to measure these various behavioral and neural impairments currently lack standardization, this theoretical approach provides guidance in that it implies treatment may be dictated by the type and number of impairments present in the pathway, depending on their expression in the individual. An advantage of many of the interventions we review is that the underlying brain functioning can be quantitatively measured, the treatment strategies are "dose" quantified, and the degree to which the changes in brain functioning and the dose of treatment relate to the degree of generalization as determined by objective measures (e.g., Permanent Product Measure of Performance, a math-based assessment of productivity [40] ) and subjective measures (e.g., parent and teacher rating scales).
Dual Systems Theory of Self-Control
A strikingly similar dual systems theory of self-control has emerged in the behavioral economics literature [41] . A major advantage of the overlap between the approaches of these two dual systems theories is that the methodology and research findings from each area can inform one another. Furthermore, findings from the dual systems literature may shed light on how to develop targeted treatments to address impulsivity in ADHD, as behavioral economists are interested in identifying factors that modify decision-making that may lead to impulsive behavior. Supporting the dualprocess theory of ADHD, McClure et al. [42] demonstrated that self-control in healthy adults is determined by two brain systems: 1) a reward system that responds preferentially to immediately available rewards, which includes a number of brain regions targeted by the midbrain dopamine system including the nucleus accumbens, posterior cingulate cortex, and ventromedial prefrontal cortex (for more detail see McClure et al. [43] and O'Doherty et al. [44] ); and 2) a cognitive control system composed of the DLPFC and posterior parietal cortex that evaluates choices between waiting for rewards at all delays, whether they be sooner or later in time (see Fig. 1A ). Further, the relative activity and interaction between the cognitive control and reward-response systems determine choice in self-control situations [42, 45] (Fig. 1B) . Hare et al. [46] elaborated the McClure model by demonstrating that the DLPFC control region modulates the strength of reward regions (i.e., ventromedial prefrontal cortex) by suppressing activity via a two-step pathway that includes the inferior frontal gyrus. A critical barrier to understanding how these systems govern behavior is the absence of studies that directly test how the reward and cognitive control neural systems interact. Nonetheless, we believe (as discussed hereafter in this article) that insights from the behavioral economics literature are ripe for translation to ADHD interventions. Both the ADHD and behavioral economics models suggest that treatments should be tailored for the individual, depending on whether both or one system is impaired and leads to cognitive and behavioral dysfunctions.
Cognitive and Working Memory Training in ADHD
We will begin the review of interventions by discussing evidence for treatments that aim to alter the cognitive control system and are putatively related to DLPFC and posterior parietal cortex functioning. Cognitive training and working memory training, in particular, are nonpharmaceutical options rapidly growing in popularity for ADHD that affect processes related to the cognitive control aspects of the dual hypothesis model. Cognitive training techniques are designed to target different aspects of cognition, such as attention (e.g. [47] ) or working memory (e.g. [48] ). Working memory training has shown the greatest proliferation of training techniques due to the relationship between working memory capacity and general cognitive functioning [49] . We will review a variety of cognitive interventions that have been tested or have potential for improving functioning of people with ADHD and discuss the neural changes associated with training later in the article.
Attention Training
The idea of directly training cognitive deficits via a "process-specific approach," such as a program designed to improve attention or working memory, is borrowed from rehabilitative techniques for individuals suffering from a brain injury [50] . In the first published study to effectively use such a training program for children with formal diagnoses of ADHD, Kerns et al. [47] targeted attention and presumed that improvements would generalize to other domains beyond attention due to the broader function of the neural systems altered by the intervention. The researchers assigned participants to a treatment group (n 07) or comparison group (n07), matching them by age, sex, and medication status. The comparison group received an academically oriented, computer-based placebo intervention. Treatment sessions occurred twice a week for 8 weeks, each lasting 30 minutes. During these sessions, participants completed modules taxing sustained, selective, alternating, and divided attention. After treatment, participants exhibited attentional improvements, as well as improvements in nontrained domains, including academic efficiency. In spite of its limited sample size, which is understandable, given its pioneering nature, this study is commendable for measuring the treatment outcomes via predominantly objective means. Although parent and teacher ratings were included to assess ADHD symptom manifestation in the home and at school, the assessments of visual-spatial abilities, academic efficiency, impulsivity, executive functioning, and attention were completed through directly observing each child's performance on the respective tasks. Impulsivity was measured with the Matching Familiar Figures Task, which is more specifically a metric of reflection impulsivity, or the tendency to make a decision based on minimal information. This way of conceptualizing impulsivity is quite different from another, operationalized as delay discounting, as we will discuss later; this is useful to note, as it exemplifies how methodological differences between studies may limit the generalizability of the findings, and perhaps even our understanding of the generalizability of treatment effects. [42] show that impulsive choices were associated with relatively more activity in the valuation network, whereas future oriented choices were associated with more activity in the control network. (C) Neurobiological model of cognitive and motivational processes showing linear development of top down prefrontal control network relative to a ∩-shaped function for the development of valuation network (based on Somerville and Casey [84] ). (D) Plot showing two discount curves based on four indifference points of a relatively impulsive person with ADHD and a more patient control participant; the arrow indicates the proposed effect of training on the discount curve Recent work using the same treatment design replicated these results in addition to recording improvements in inattentive symptoms and executive functioning [51] , hyperactive impulsive symptoms, working memory, and fluid reasoning [52] as well as reading comprehension [53] . As noted by Posner and Rothbart [54] , the promising results stemming from attentional training research provide encouragement to continue studying the effects of this intervention, both behaviorally and neurologically.
A recent randomized, placebo-controlled study sought to examine the differences in outcome of first grade children with inattention problems completing two different forms of attention training: computerized attention training (CAT) and computer-assisted instruction (CAI) [55] . Children were selected solely based on teacher ratings of inattentive symptoms. Those scoring 1 standard deviation above the sample mean were asked to participate in the training; therefore, children did not need an ADHD diagnosis to participate. CAT incorporated exercises meant to improve sustained attention in visual and auditory tasks, whereas CAI targeted reading and math skills by presenting small pieces of information followed by repetition. Although CAI was described as an "instructional" treatment, it followed a course consistent with cognitive training programs, but differed in that it targeted academic skills rather than a specific cognitive function. Both interventions occurred during school hours 2 days a week for 14 weeks, taking more than an hour per session. In the analyses, treatment groups (CAT: n025; CAI: n027) were compared to each other, as well as a wait list control group (n025). The results demonstrated that both interventions successfully decreased inattentive symptoms, such that 50 % improved significantly and 25 % improved enough for their teacher-rated scores of inattention to fall within the normal range. Children in the CAI intervention also displayed improvements in academic functioning. It appears the instruction training yielded a stronger effect than the attention training did, suggesting that targeting higher order processes may lead to even greater effects. Despite improvements in inattention, regardless of training type, approximately 75 % of participants receiving the treatment continued to exhibit problems with attention after the treatments, such that teacher ratings of attention difficulties still fell at least 1 standard deviation above the normative mean. Furthermore, these effects on attention were not sustained into the following school year, in which all participants, including controls, demonstrated declines in inattention by the second grade.
Working Memory Training
Improvements in working memory functioning for persons with ADHD are particularly relevant, as they may address not only the well-documented behavioral and neural working memory impairments found in ADHD (e.g., for more detail see Fassbender et al. [56] , Schoechlin and Engel [57] , Martinussen et al. [58] , Willcutt et al. [59] , Mills et al. [60] , Rapport et al. [61] , and Bolden et al. [62] ), but also some attentional control issues, as working memory capacity is, at least in part, related to degree of distractibility and cognitive control [63, 64] . Thus, improvements in working memory, or conversely attentional control, may benefit the alternative, related process. A computerized cognitive training option that has the largest evidence base for children with ADHD was developed by Klingberg et al. [65] . The authors based the working memory training protocol on a program designed to improve speech processing in children with language learning impairments [66] . The language intervention involved a daily set of therapy trials presented as computer games that gradually increased in difficulty during the course of 4 weeks. The treatment yielded positive outcomes for the children with respect to their abilities to process speech and language. Klingberg et al. [65] also used a schedule of therapy trials occurring a few times a week for 5 to 6 weeks until approximately 25 sessions were reached. However, the Klingberg et al. [65] program used visuospatial and spatial-verbal working memory (span) tasks. The difficulty level for each task was continuously calibrated based on the individual's performance with span lengths increasing as performance improved, and difficulty easing when errors occurred. This initial study included a randomized, placebo-controlled design with participants in the control condition performing the same number of sessions at a fixed difficulty level, although the sessions were of shorter duration. Measures only pertained to neuropsychological assessments, including working memory tasks, Raven's Progressive Matrices, a reaction time task, and a Stroop task. Improvements were seen after the intervention, relative to placebo, in Raven's Progressive Matrices and Stroop performance, but not reaction time. The results also showed a significant improvement in performance on both trained and nontrained visual-spatial working memory tasks, and a decrease in frequency of head movements measured via an infrared motion detector during a computer-based continuous performance task. This initial study was limited to a small sample size (n07 per group), no follow-up measures, and a lack of specific assessments of change in ADHD symptoms.
A later study using the same randomized, placebocontrolled working memory training in children with ADHD in a larger sample (n053, 44 of whom successfully completed training) demonstrated that the intervention could lead to improvements beyond working memory, including increased executive task performance on the Stroop task and Raven's Progressive Matrices [48] . Furthermore, inattention and hyperactive/impulsive symptoms, as measured by parent ratings showed significant improvement; such benefits were not evident, however, from teacher ratings or frequency in the number of head movements. Also, the improvements detected following training persisted for 3 months after the cognitive treatment had ceased. The authors hypothesized that everyday activities allow for more practice of working memory functions, and with the improvements driven by the treatment, activities with high working memory loads become more doable for these individuals, allowing for more practice, and creating a positive feedback loop for these individuals. Thus, treatment effects continue to increase after the active treatment has concluded. Further research has demonstrated effects lasting at least 6 months [67] in children with low working memory performance who were not evaluated for ADHD. The strength of the follow-up effects, however, in the Holmes et al. [67] study must be considered with caution as they did not re-assess the control group at 6 months post-training, but only the active training group; thus, one cannot rule out the effect of maturation on maintaining performance improvements.
A more recent study compared the effect of the Cogmed Working Memory Training program on 25 children diagnosed with ADHD to the effects of stimulant medication on short-term and working memory [68] . The authors of this study did not independently evaluate and confirm the ADHD diagnosis of the participants who were referred to as previously diagnosed and treated persons with ADHD. Furthermore, the dose of stimulant medication given to the participants was one that was prescribed by their treatment provider, but not empirically validated as the optimal treatment dose. Thus, it is difficult to compare the effects of the stimulant medication versus the working memory training on cognitive functioning in ADHD. The authors did use objective measures, such as the Automated Working Memory Assessment (AWMA) [69, 70] to assess verbal and visuospatial recall and verbal and visuospatial working memory processing, and the full (i.e., 4 subtest) Wechsler Abbreviated Scales of Intelligence (WASI) [71] . Participants in session 1 were evaluated without medication; in session 2, on their prescribed dose and before working memory training; in session 3, medicated and after training session; and in session 4, medicated and 6 months after the training was completed. No information on the timing of the dose or verification of the medication use was included in the article. The results suggest that the cognitive training had a broader effect on improving working memory and shortterm memory in comparison to medication effects. In an attempt to assess for the presence of re-test effects on the memory stimuli, the authors used four new memory subtests from the AWMA out of the eight they tested for session 3 versus session 2 comparisons. The pre-versus post-training scores on the novel memory tests showed significant improvement, suggesting that treatment gains were not due to practice effects. Gains in performance persisted at the 6-month follow-up for visuospatial short-term memory, verbal working memory, and visuospatial working memory, but not verbal short-term memory. The WASI scores were unchanged after training during session 3. This study suggests a positive effect of the Cogmed working memory training on objective measures of working memory; however, the design is ultimately limited by not using a randomized, double-blind placebo procedure and experimenter titration of the medication dose.
A recent study of 52 children with ADHD in a wait list controlled trial found significant improvement on parentrated measures of executive functioning, the Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive Function (BRIEF), immediately after training and at a 4-month follow-up [72] . However, there were no significant changes in teacher ratings in this study, nor were there any in a previous study that included teacher ratings [48] . The wait list control condition used in this study, however, does not control for expectancy effects. Controlling for expectancy effects in a treatment study is particularly concerning in a study in which the primary measure is subjective, such as in the rating scale measures used in this study. These studies demonstrated partial evidence for the generalization of the training on more global functioning on parent (but not teacher) ADHD ratings scales, improved response inhibition functioning, and complex reasoning [48, 65] . There is a need, however, for further use of randomized, placebo-controlled designs utilizing objective measures to assess near and far transfer effects of the working memory training on clinically relevant ADHD behavior.
Our laboratory [73] set out to assess the far transfer effects of working memory training in ADHD on an ecologically valid and objective measure of functioning using a randomized, placebo-controlled design. The study included 26 children (n012 for active training; n014 for placebo training) between the ages of 7-to 14-years-old with children with ADHD either randomized to the active condition in which they performed the Cogmed program for approximately 25 sessions or the "placebo condition" in which the working memory practice did not become increasingly more challenging with success. The Restricted Academic Situations Task (RAST) observational system was used to assess far transfer effects by measuring off-task behavior during a simulated academic exercise, which included the completion of an academic task (e.g., performing simple arithmetic written problems). Working memory training led to significant reductions in "off-task" ADHDassociated behavior on the RAST and improvement on working memory tests. No improvements were detected in the placebo group. Traditional measures of ADHD symptoms, such as the Conners' Parent Rating Scale, however, did not demonstrate any significant group by time improvements. This may be due to the small sample size. These preliminary data suggest working memory training may have far transfer effects to a clinically relevant problem (i.e., off-task behavior during an academic task) for children with ADHD.
Neural Effects of Cognitive Training
A precursor to the Klingberg et al. [48] study examined how working memory training might directly affect the neural systems underlying working memory [74] in typically developing adults. The study was the first to examine this effect in humans, building on a previous study that showed experience in a working memory task with degraded images increases both the ability of macaques to discriminate these images and the functionality of their prefrontal cortex neurons during the task [75] . Olesen et al. [74] provided working memory training to a handful of adults without ADHD or any other psychiatric diagnosis and acquired functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data while they completed a visuospatial working memory task. The first experimental group included a sample size of 3 participants who were scanned before and after the 5-week working memory training program. Compared to a nontreated control group (n011), the small sample receiving the training showed significantly improved abilities in nontrained tasks, such as faster responses in a Stroop task and improved accuracy on a general measure of spatial intellectual functioning, the Raven's Advanced Progressive Matrices. Furthermore, the treated sample demonstrated greater activation in the middle frontal gyrus (right), the inferior parietal cortex (right), and the intraparietal cortex (bilaterally). The second treatment group contained a sample size of 8 participants who were provided the same working memory training but were scanned via fMRI 5 times across the 5 weeks of training. This second experimental group was also compared to a control group (n011) that was behaviorally assessed at 5 different time points, verifying that the treatment can yield improved performance on cognitive tasks, even those that were not involved directly in training. Further, this second experiment provided more support for the neuronal plasticity of the systems underlying working memory in that, again, the prefrontal and parietal regions exhibited greater activity, as did thalamic and caudate regions, following working memory training. Methylphenidate also appears to increase thalamic activity during performance on a working memory task when tested in adults with ADHD [76] . Decreases in brain activation were noted in the right cingulate sulcus in the first and second working memory training experiments, with the authors hypothesizing this is due to a reduced need for motor planning. Although these results are promising, care must be taken in interpreting their findings because the sample sizes included were small, and the nontreated control groups were only used for some behavioral comparisons, not in the imaging analysis.
A more recent study by Hoekzema et al. [25] found additional support for neural adaptation associated with cognitive training; however, this study directly assessed the effect of the training in children with ADHD (n019, combined subtype). The authors did not use computerized cognitive training, but rather examined the effects on participants assigned to a treatment system using paper and pencil exercises completed under the supervision of a therapist. Sessions lasted for 45 minutes and occurred 5 times per week for 2 weeks. The program included activities designed to involve cognitive functions, such as working memory, attention, planning, and problem solving. The outcomes of this training session were compared to outcomes of age-, IQ-, gender-, symptom-and medication historymatched participants undergoing a social training program in which participants learned about social rules and standards and then engaged in role playing exercises to incorporate these rules into an active scenario. During the pre-and post-treatment fMRI scanning sessions, participants completed a visuospatial discrimination task as well as a go/ no-go response inhibition task. The results indicated that the cognitive training program in ADHD led to increases in activity of the left orbitofrontal cortex, right middle temporal gyrus, and bilateral inferior frontal gyri during response inhibition; increased activity occurred in the right superior posterior cerebellum during the attention task. Cognitive training was also associated with decreased activity bilaterally in the precuneus and the right superior parietal cortex during the attention task. Individuals receiving social training did not demonstrate any increases in activity between pre-and post-treatment but did display decreased right superior posterior cerebellar activity.
The Hoekzema et al. [25] study showed similar results to those of Olesen et al. [74] , including an increase in frontal brain activity, despite the fact that this study: 1) did not involve computer-based training, and 2) targeted multiple aspects of cognition, not just working memory. In contrast, Olesen et al. [74] demonstrated effects spanning parietal and subcortical regions, such as the striatum, which were not replicated in Hoekzema et al.'s [25] work. Likewise, only the Olesen et al. [74] study resulted in increases in parietal activation after training, whereas Hoekzema et al. [25] found decreases in both parietal and precuneus activation. Ignoring for a moment that differences between the studies may result from limited power due to a limited sample size, interesting differences may also be due to participants' age differences, detailed clinical diagnoses, or the duration, target, and modality of the cognitive training. Regardless, the changes and improvements in brain function are of interest because the brain regions identified as showing changes in activity with training have all been associated with dysregulation of cognitive control and reward processing in ADHD [77, 78] .
The cognitive training regimen used by Hoekzema et al. [25] has also been demonstrated to increase gray matter volume in select regions [79] in a study of 18 children with ADHD combined type, divided into two matched groups to receive either the experimental cognitive training treatment or the comparison social problems intervention. After a 2-week cognitive training treatment, children with ADHD exhibited increases in brain volume within the middle frontal cortex and inferior-posterior cerebellum, demonstrating that the treatment has the capacity to alter the developmental trajectory of these brain regions as compared to a social problem solving training control condition. This added growth may attenuate ADHD symptoms by targeting those regions that have already been shown to be volumetrically deficient in ADHD [77] .
In healthy adults, recent research has moved beyond examining change at the level of brain functioning to investigating change in structural connectivity. Takeuchi et al. [80] used voxel-based analysis of fractional anisotropy measures to assess the integrity of fiber tracts through diffusion tensor imaging in 11 typically developing adults. Post-treatment images were only contrasted with pretreatment images, as there was not a nontreatment control condition used for comparison. The authors demonstrated that working memory training was correlated with improved connectivity of regions surrounding the intraparietal sulcus, as well as the anterior corpus callosum. The associated white matter tracts compose the connections between the lateral prefrontal and parietal cortices that support working memory [81] .
A positron emission tomography study evaluated the neurotransmitter underpinnings of the working memory training developed by Klingberg et al., [48] , without a placebo condition, in 13 healthy adults [27] . The study showed increased density of dopamine D1-receptor binding in the prefrontal and parietal cortex after treatment. Thus, training may improve behavioral and cognitive impairments of ADHD related to disturbances of the dopamine system [27, 37] . These changes in dopamine functioning may also identify a mechanism by which the cognitive training effects could likely generalize and persist beyond the training period as dopamine is involved in learning.
Developmental Considerations for Cognitive Training
Considerations of brain development are also crucial in choosing the timing of the treatment, as this may impact the effectiveness of training. How actively a brain region is developing is likely to relate to the effectiveness and generalizability of training. Accordingly, neurodevelopmental age may be a predictor for identifying which types of training may be most effective at targeting different impairments associated with ADHD. Attempting to understand the developmental trajectory of the human brain is complicated by the fact that not all regions develop at the same rate. For example, sensory regions mature about 10 years sooner than regions associated with executive functions (for more detail see Luna [78] for a review). Furthermore, the striatum, which is heavily involved in reward processing and impulsive behavior, plateaus in development more quickly than the prefrontal cortex, which is tied to cognitive control and executive functions. Research has demonstrated that control processes mature rather linearly through childhood into adolescence and adulthood [82] , with working memory reaching a plateau at age 23 in typically developing individuals [78] and age 26 in individuals with ADHD [83] . On the other hand, the striatum follows a curvilinear developmental trajectory resembling an inverted-U shape [84] , coming online in childhood, reaching peak sensitivity to reward during early adolescence (between 11-13 years of age), and finally declining during late adolescence and early adulthood (Fig. 1C) . In the later adult years, the prefrontal cortex and some of the processes it subserves, again declines [85] , thus, having implications for the effectiveness and potential limitations of training techniques for the elderly. Functional connectivity between brain regions develops slowly through late childhood into adulthood. Frontostriatal connectivity is likely atypical in ADHD [86] . This pairing of nonparallel development is hypothesized to lead to impulsive and reckless behaviors that peak during adolescent years [87, 88] .
Given these developmental trajectories, the effect of cognitive training on executive functions, such as working memory may yield differential effects before the age of 7 and 12, when only visual and auditory processing regions have reached adult-like maturity, respectively [78] . Treatment may accelerate the development of these sensory processing regions, as well as the connections between them and the prefrontal cortex. This may explain why most studies using cognitive training, which typically have samples ranging in age from 7 to 14 years, demonstrate reliable results in attention and executive functions in contrast to inconsistent improvements in measures of impulsivity [47, 48, 51, 52] . The effectiveness of cognitive training exercises that target functions, such as working memory and attention which are regulated by the top-down structures such as the prefrontal cortex, may be even more successful in later years, such as adolescence and young adulthood when the prefrontal cortex is undergoing significant changes. Findings on cognitive-behavioral strategies for ADHD suggest that a certain degree of brain maturation is necessary for interventions that require higher order functioning and selfmanagement. For example, clinic-delivered cognitivebehavior therapy, with a focus on planning and thinking in regard to how future outcomes would occur depending upon the child's different actions, was tested for children with ADHD and was determined to be ineffective in improving functioning [89] . However, cognitive-behavioral strategies do appear to be effective for adults with ADHD [90, 91] .
Other approaches have attempted to be more deliberate in targeting self-control impairments in young children through training. These approaches may be directly targeting both response to reward and cognitive control pathways, as in the dual-systems model [41, 42] or the ADHD dualpathway model [29] . Training that targets striatal functioning and response to reward is likely feasible earlier in development, as striatal functioning matures at a relatively earlier age in childhood than regions associated with more high order, prefrontal cortical functioning [84, 92] . Schweitzer and Sulzer-Azaroff [93] improved self-control in young children by directly targeting response to the size and delay of a concrete reward. They manipulated the delay that preschoolaged children with ADHD had to wait for a larger reward, over a smaller, more immediate reward. The training program required several weeks; however, the children all demonstrated greater preference for delayed, larger rewards in comparison with more immediate, smaller rewards after the training than they had prior to the training. Interventions that have taken an approach that targets both reward and cognitive control pathways also have been shown to work in children at-risk for later problems. For instance, the Tools of the Mind Curriculum is used to teach children "patience" and self-control. It is integrated into preschool settings and has been shown to improve executive functioning for children at-risk [94] . Halperin et al. [95, 96] and Sonuga-Barke and Halperin [97] have proposed that it is possible to prevent or alter the trajectory of ADHD in preschool children through a program of activities focusing on cognitive and motor skills (for more detail see Halperin and Healey [98] ), which targets the underlying pathology associated with the dual pathway model. Halperin et al. [95] demonstrated improvement on parent-and teacher-rated ADHD symptom scales for preschoolers with ADHD who underwent a program training a variety of executive functioning skills, including attention, inhibition, working memory, planning, visuospatial, and motor skills. The improvement was maintained at a follow-up period 3 months later. Theoretically, these programs will have long-term beneficial effects in preparing children to cope with temptation, as they directly teach the use of cognitive control strategies to modulate reward response.
We propose that early adolescence (in the 11-13 age range) affords another window of opportunity for reducing ADHD symptoms and specifically targeting impulsivity through cognitive training. This is a developmental period with the largest discrepancy between prefrontal and striatal performance. The active improvement in cognitive control-prefrontal corticalparietal functioning during adolescence suggests that it may be sensitive to intervention to address the heightened sensitivity to reward information during the adolescent years that has yet to be directed by cognitive-control functioning.
We know of only one study that has actually tested the role of development in cognitive training in brain functioning. Jolles et al. [99] assessed changes in resting state functional connectivity in adults (n015) (22.04 years of age) and a small group of children (n09) (12.24 years of age) after 6 weeks of working memory training; the study did not include a nontreatment control group for comparison. The adult and pediatric samples improved their performance with training. The adult sample demonstrated increased connectivity between the right middle frontal gyrus and regions in the frontoparietal network (i.e., anterior cingulate cortex, bilateral superior frontal gyrus, and paracingulate gyrus) and decreased functional connectivity between the medial prefrontal cortex and the right posterior middle temporal gyrus with working memory training. In contrast, the pediatric sample did not demonstrate changes in the same network after training, although they used the same network to perform the tasks. The absence of detectable changes in resting state functional connectivity could be due to insufficient power, considering the small sample size of the child group. However, the authors tried to address this by conducting an additional analysis, matching a smaller sample size of adults to the pediatric sample. The matched smaller sample analysis continued to yield differences in the between-age analysis with the adults only demonstrating an increase in functional connectivity between the right middle frontal gyrus and other frontoparietal regions. The between-age analysis with the matched sample size for adults no longer demonstrated age differences for the network associated with reductions in functional connectivity (medial prefrontal cortex to posterior middle temporal gyrus) after training in adults. One of the hypotheses put forth by the authors is that a lack of planning and response preparation in children is responsible for changes in functional connectivity. The authors also postulate that movement artifacts, interindividual variability or variability in the use of cognitive strategies by pediatric subjects also may have caused it to be more difficult to detect changes associated with training in the child group analysis. Future research should attempt to delineate how age relates to effectiveness of cognitive training across multiple domains.
Interventions Targeting Reward Systems
Traditional behavioral approaches [9] to treating ADHD within parent or school-administered behavioral programs target specific behaviors and do not target "meta" processing in general response to reward. Previous research, based on the operant animal research [100] , has also demonstrated that targeting impulsivity and response to reward magnitude and immediacy with a specifically tailored intervention can yield improvements in impulsivity in ADHD. As noted earlier, Schweitzer and Sulzer-Azaroff [93] utilized a teaching procedure that increased self-control in preschool-aged children exhibiting impulsivity by gradually introducing larger delay intervals over numerous training sessions. To date, we are aware of no other studies that have revisited this approach. The effectiveness of the "shaping" procedure in the Schweitzer and Sulzer-Azaroff [93] study may be related to enhanced connections between the striatum and prefrontal cortex or merely a reduction in striatal activity in response to a more immediate reward. Other attempts to reduce the attractiveness of the immediate reward have been tested in the form of introducing extra stimulation during delay periods to the more delayed, larger reward. One study found that participants with ADHD responded more like controls [101] , whereas another found that the beneficial effects of the extra stimulation on self-control were not maintained across several sessions [102] .
"Nudges" and Reframing Approaches from Behavioral Economics
The assessment of the potential benefits of cognitive training would be improved by supplementing current measurement techniques (e.g., rating scales, cognitive paradigms assessing near transfer effects) with additional objective measures that test for generalizability across settings. Outcome measures assessing far transfer effects that are clinically relevant are particularly important in assessing the effects of cognitive training programs.
Delay discounting paradigms add value to this endeavor by providing an intermediate metric that sensitively assesses a cognitive skill that has demonstrated links to important behavioral outcomes. Delay discounting methods have a rich history in the operant literature, but we focus here on recent adaptations of it in the behavioral economics literature. The behavioral economic literature has arrived at a model of delay discounting that is alluringly similar in form to accounts of ADHD [29] . This body of work moves past what we typically find in cognitive and behavioral research studies and examines behaviors on wider scales across much larger samples. We may therefore have the opportunity to use the information gathered therein, to review what has been successful, and perhaps to apply the findings at the level of the individual in a clinical interventional setting. This brief overview of behavioral economics only begins to postulate the potential for bridging ideas between the two fields; the countless, highly developed models and theories may continue to provide fruitful avenues to evaluate and improve our clinical interventions.
The behavioral economics literature is concerned with how economic decision-making is influenced by cognitive, emotional, and environmental factors. A segment of the field has been specifically interested in how choice is made in regard to rewards that vary in value depending on the size of the reward and the length of the delay to the reward. Subtle experimental manipulations have been shown to influence behavior by altering the function of specific cognitive processes, and this can enable a better understanding of these systems in ADHD. Beyond the informative capacity of other behavioral, developmental, and cognitive theories, this behavioral economics literature provides uniform ways to assess the impact of different interventions, a strong limitation found in the ADHD intervention literature. The clinical value of this literature is abundantly evident in the substance abuse field, which has repeatedly demonstrated the generalizability between measures used in behavioral economics and clinical functioning (e.g., [103] ). We will look to the behavioral economics literature to inform us as to how its theory, models, and research on factors influencing choice may be considered in developing treatments to address impulsivity (choice for more immediate, smaller rewards of delayed, larger rewards) in ADHD.
In economics, attention to future-oriented goals is assumed to depend on the present subjective value, or utility, of the prospective outcomes. The assumption is that attention is directed to a task only if the present subjective value of the goal outcome is greater than other (potentially more proximate) distracters. Present utility derives from some combination of visceral value and cognitively construed benefit relative to an overarching behavioral goal [41] . Measurement of time-dependent subjective values relies on revealed preferences, commonly assessed in the laboratory using delay discounting procedures. In delay discounting, choices are made between immediate or delayed rewards of arbitrary values [104, 105] . For instance, participants are asked to choose between smaller, sooner rewards (e.g., $20 today) and a series of larger, later rewards (e.g., $25 in 1 month from now, or $40 in 6 months from now?). The outcomes of interest are the points in which the participant is indifferent between a relatively large reward after a long delay and a smaller reward after a short delay. Functions fit to these indifference points express how value declines as behavioral objectives become more distant (see Fig. 1D ). Usually a summary discount rate is computed, which expresses an individual's relative preference for immediate rewards, with greater discount rates indicative of stronger bias for immediate outcomes, and hence greater potential for distractibility [106] . Thus, these procedures provide objective, quantifiable measures of decision-making.
As expected, developmental studies have shown that discount rates decline as a function of age [107, 108] . On the other hand, discount rates are shown to be stable within healthy adult individuals [109] . More importantly, discount rates differ systematically across a number of disorders that involve impulsivity problems, including addiction, aggressive disorders, and ADHD [36, 102, 110, 111] . In all of these cases, the clinical groups have been found to have higher discount rates (i.e., more impulsivity) than appropriately matched controls. Despite the clear relevance of the measure, the recent emphasis in behavioral economics has been on how variable discounting truly is. For example, in a recent article, Frederic and Loewenstein [112] concluded that "given [the] variation in apparent discounting across circumstances, and across various descriptions of the same circumstances, we question the usefulness of attempting to produce any single parametric specification of discounting." This conclusion followed from the fact that discount rates can be affected by a wide variety of contextual or individual state factors.
Some of these factors are intuitive. For example, delay discounting is elevated when we are hungry, tired, or emotionally aroused so that emotional responses that underlie impulsivity are exaggerated [113] [114] [115] [116] . Discounting is further elevated when distracted by a secondary task that competes for attention [117, 118] . The complexity of contextual effects on discounting becomes beguiling when considering other known effects. For example, people value future outcomes more when expressed in definite terms (e.g., to be received on November 1st) as opposed to equivalent delays expressed in relative terms (e.g., to be received in 4 weeks [119] ). Discounting also depends on whether preferences are elicited by specific choices (i.e., Would you rather have $100 today or $150 in 1 year?) as opposed to more openended elicitation methods (i.e., What is the minimum you would accept in a year instead of $100 today?) [112] . There are also interesting framing effects that influence preferences. People are more patient when presented with the opportunity to "speed up" a delayed outcome compared with an equivalent choice requiring the postponement of an immediate outcome [120] . Discounting is also reduced when foregone outcomes are emphasized. Therefore, preference is greater for future outcomes when they are expressed as "nothing now but more later" and immediate outcomes are expressed as "something now but nothing later" [121] . Preference for greater future outcomes also increases when the choice set consists of options with large rather than small magnitudes (e.g., $1000 today or $5000 in a year vs $10 today or $50 in a year [122] ). Finally, it has been shown that when the most recent option is immediately presented, people are significantly more impulsive than when the most recent option is also presented at a delayed period [123] . Thus, this so-called "immediacy effect" may suggest how certain context may increase impulsive behavior.
In light of the myriad effects that influence a person's judgment of future reward, it is understandable that Frederick and Loewenstein [112] urged "an approach that focuses on the reasons, considerations, motives, and perspectives that influence evaluations of temporal prospects". We anticipate that training interventions would benefit from precisely such considerations. For example, the research discussed previously that identified the relationship between framing manipulations and behavioral effects has been used to promote improvements in far-sighted behaviors [124] . This application suggests that cognitive training, too, is likely to be most effective when combined with environmental changes that facilitate the desired cognitive and behavioral changes. Although cognitive training interventions focus on general processes rather than specific behaviors, and therefore have the capacity to yield broadly reaching effects, targeting cognition alone is not as likely to have a major effect on behavioral change as a combined approach. According to the behavioral economics research body, large-scale behavioral change is best elicited through simultaneous education and environmental change [125] . Therefore, although generalizability of treatment effects can potentially be attained through cognitive training, it stands to reason that the intervention would benefit from added, interactive, environmental manipulations that may accelerate generalization and facilitate the maintenance of sustained outcomes. This may help to explain why positive effects can be seen in some cognitive training programs but not others: Cogmed's [126] working memory treatment requires a coach to facilitate treatment compliance primarily through the use of a reward system. It is possible that incorporating this environmental change of a reward system that includes real-life choices based on the personal valuation of rewards, along with an automatic forum for practicing its implementation (to encourage completion of the training itself), catalyzes the effects of the cognitive training. Beyond this observation, we offer a number of applications of behavioral economics research in the consideration of ADHD interventions. While we do note that proper investigations of the multiple factors related to delay discounting, as it applies to treatment effects, would be a large and complex undertaking, requiring large sample sizes and multifactorial designs, the suggestions listed here are meant to illustrate more simple relationships between ADHD interventions and factors highlighted by behavioral economics research as starting points. Indeed, there is a large body of research that has been accumulating for decades in which factors related to delay discounting have been systematically studied in animals and humans, which could serve to inform intervention research on ADHD [103] .
First, people with ADHD who are predisposed to distraction may be aided by structural changes to their environment that protect against deleterious behaviors. Subtle changes that emphasize, for example, the foregone outcomes associated with any choice (something now but nothing later) may facilitate behavioral change promoted by the intervention. Children with ADHD are not universally low on attentional capacity -a fact that creates great consternation among parents who wish the same focus was applied to homework as is applied to video games. It is reasonable to suspect that behavioral economics, through the variations in the delay discounting paradigm, has uncovered important constructs whose manipulation underlies such situational variations in attention.
Second, Sonuga-Barke's [29] dual-process theory posits systems that may be differentially influenced by these framing manipulations. Drawing attention to specific future dates elevates dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex activity [127] , an effect that is related to the date-delay framing manipulation previously mentioned [119] . By contrast, the presence of an immediate reward in the choice set is thought to elevate activity in the ventral striatum [42, 45] , which may be related to the immediacy effect. Accordingly, there may be a spectrum of ADHD phenotypes that may be revealed by studying the relative size of effects identified in behavioral economics. For instance, a recent study by Scheres and colleagues [128] showed that children and adolescents with combined type ADHD discounted steeper than those diagnosed with inattentive type ADHD, and that association between steep discounting and hyperactivity-impulsivity was particularly strong when the magnitude of the options was small. Discovering the different mechanisms underlying the ADHD phenotypes would be beneficial in understanding, diagnosing, and treating the disorder and could reveal specific (neural) targets for training. Finally, it should be possible to design cognitive training programs that specifically train persons with ADHD to make better choices under the various contexts that we know influence choice. These training programs could come in a variety of formats. For young children in a preschool setting, they may be integrated into the curriculum. For older and younger children they could also be in the form of a computer game with the rewards in the form of points or access to another game. One could integrate findings from behavioral economics into the training programs. For example, this could include gradually manipulating the degree of distraction present during the times of choice for rewards, the emotional valence of the stimuli, the saliency and visceral nature of the stimuli, or social factors (e.g., the presence of peers or observers, real or fictitious). For more mature individuals with ADHD, it might be sufficient to educate them not to make important decisions during a time when they are distracted, experiencing stress, or during periods of high cognitive demands. Marketing research shows that people with greater impulsivity are more likely to choose with their "heart" than their "mind" and discount more when cognitive processing resources are in demand [117] . Thus, it is important to teach people with ADHD that they should not make decisions during or after a demanding task. Another variation borrowed from the behavioral economics literature would be to actively incorporate "nudging" into a saving program. Interventions could be designed to "nudge" behavior toward the default of "saving" and "banking" earnings won in a game so that there is greater value and reward for saving rather than spending the points as one earns them in a game.
To enhance generalization, computer programs could use avatars with virtual reality software to transfer the generalization of the training programs from a computer to a real setting. Virtual reality software for classroom settings already exists and could be modified to teach better self-control and attention for children with ADHD. One major advantage of the computerized training programs is the opportunity to repeatedly practice choosing in self-control situations.
The Effects of Cognitive Training on Reward Processes
Bickel et al. [129] produced the only study to date that has examined how cognitive training affects performance on a delay discounting task. The authors utilized a working memory training program in a sample of individuals addicted to stimulants to determine what domains improved following training. This population is of particular interest because the rate of substance abuse in ADHD is significantly higher than those who do not have ADHD [130, 131] . Both ADHD and substance abuse are associated with elevated delay discounting. Participants in the study (who were currently being treated for substance abuse) were assigned to either an active (n 014) or control (n 013) treatment condition. In the active treatment condition (based on the commercially-available cognitive training program PSSCogReHab), participants completed sessions by practicing tasks of serial recall of numbers and words in addition to a free word recall task. These participants completed sessions until they ceased to show improvement across three consecutive sessions. The control treatment condition included the same tasks, but the answers were provided so that participants did not need to invoke working memory to perform the tasks. After treatment, the participants in the active working memory treatment condition showed significantly decreased delay discounting behaviors on a choice task containing hypothetical and real monetary rewards. The causal relationship between working memory training and delay discounting may be explained by the improvement in executive functioning that arises, leading to a greater ability of the system to override the activity of the impulsive frontal-striatal system. A reasonable question would be whether cognitive training would also decrease impulsivity in delay discounting situations for individuals with ADHD.
Summary and Future Directions
This review discussed the current status of research on interventions, with implications to target cognitive impairments associated with ADHD and a call to incorporate concepts from other fields of study, such as the behavioral economics literature. The proliferation of research articles and the availability of commercially available cognitive training programs for ADHD [48, 53, 55, 65, 72, [132] [133] [134] [135] [136] are becoming increasingly more popular; however, the evidence base for these programs is still forming with few randomized, placebo-controlled studies involving wellcharacterized, large samples (for more detail see Epstein and Tsal [14] and Klingberg [137] for reviews and Klingberg et al., [48] , Rabiner et al. [55] , and Holmes et al. [136] for research articles). The field is at a critical juncture where it must produce well-designed clinical trials using objective and rating scale data to demonstrate whether or not the training techniques are effective. There is some evidence for the generalization of training to nontrained skills and behaviors, and for the maintenance of training significantly after the training period [48, 136] , but importantly, improvements in ADHD behaviors do not always generalize across home and school settings.
Considering the neural processes involved in self-control, which is balanced between reward-driven and cognitive control systems [42] , it stands to reason that directly targeting reward systems or the balance between cognitive control and reward systems, could improve ADHD behaviors. Recent research has provided evidence of this assertion as cognitive training also targeting self-control has yielded improvements in ADHD symptoms both at home and in the classroom environment in young children [95] . How well the changes in performance or neural functioning associated with cognitive training relate to the generalization of training effects is unknown and an important area of study.
If the programs are found to be effective, there will need to be finer grained study of how the components within the cognitive training programs relate to their observed benefits. Issues regarding the modality of training (e.g., computerized vs paper and pencil; home vs school), dose and coaching are still lacking. Findings from a recent study [138] suggest that working memory training [48] should target secondary memory rather than primary memory with the ADHD population. However, another study, using a different methodology found impaired primary (or short-term) capacity and deficits in articulatory rehearsal in children with ADHD [61, 62] . Based on these findings, Rapport et al. [61] and Bolden et al. [62] suggest that training programs that incorporate practice on rehearsing information over increasingly longer time periods will ultimately be more successful than simply requiring patients with ADHD to remember longer spans of information. Understanding the role of these training parameters is particularly important considering that these programs are commercially available for addressing a clinical disorder. Age of training likely also affects the utility of various forms of training, as neurological structures do not develop at the same rates from birth to adulthood. Our review of the developmental literature suggests that adolescence provides another opportunity for intervention in ADHD and that cognitive training may be more effective during early adolescence over earlier periods of development due to the development of the prefrontal cortex and the parietal cortex in adolescence. There is a great need for interventions that may be effective and palatable to adolescents with ADHD. Cognitive training interventions may help fill that niche. Future studies should also assess if there is a relationship between brain maturation and sensitivity to the training. Other individual differences, beyond age, are also likely to play a role in who will most benefit from cognitive training [139] .
Furthermore, the platform of training will most likely evolve as tablets and smart phones are increasingly more available and may be preferred by families over computer or paper and pencil options. Yet, the programs we reviewed are not currently available on these formats. The cost involved in the interventions is also an important factor that should be addressed. At this point, these training programs are not reimbursable by insurance policies and are unlikely to be covered until there is more support for their effectiveness. Currently, there are programs available on the internet for free versus others that charge a fee and are only accessed via a certified "coach" training in the product. Cost effectiveness studies will need to be done to determine if the cost is reasonable and the service results in enhanced performance on relevant indices.
Finally, the possibility of medications enhancing cognitive training or cognitive training enhancing the effectiveness of medications for ADHD has yet to be systematically explored and reported on. Theoretically, stimulant medications and other medications may improve active task performance on cognitive training programs; however, the ultimate question is whether or not these medications would improve the generalization and maintenance of the training effects. Both stimulant (e.g., dextroamphetamine and methylphenidate) and nonstimulant medications (e.g., atomoxetine) affect dopamine and norepinephrine and are likely to improve performance on the cognitive training task by improving working memory, but also by enhancing sensitivity to rewards, and thus it is possible that they could increase the saliency of the training stimuli, intrinsic or extrinsic rewards for participating in the training. Ultimately, there is much work to be done in the evaluation of cognitive training for ADHD, whether it be in combination with other treatments for the disorder or as a stand alone intervention.
